Customer loyalty in
Nordic grocery retail
The case for change in
an age of experiences
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Nordic grocery is
an industry in flux
Covid-19 has accelerated digitalization, customer
needs are volatile and competition is intense.

New ways of shopping are challenging
long-held assumptions about the value
propositions that can secure competitive
advantage. Shifting, seemingly
paradoxical customer desires are
significantly compounding the struggle
for differentiation. Success hinges
increasingly on creativity—yet finding the
right creative mix is proving elusive.

Online shopping is booming, but people
still yearn for in-store social contacts.
Their preferences are increasingly omnichannel, yet constantly changing. National,
regional and above all demographic
differences complicate the picture. The
youth in particular seek more than a
transactional relationship and demand
meaningful experiences when they shop.

Price still matters, but sustainability,
transparency and purpose are just as
important to consumers; perhaps more so.

Maintaining the loyalty of grocery retail
customers has never been more important.
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Loyalty matters—but
customers are bored
Loyal grocery shoppers are
remarkably profitable customers.
With a basket size worth 15 times1
more than that of an average
shopper, they help drive revenues
2.52 times faster for leaders who
leverage loyalty as a differentiator.
But most loyalty programs currently
on offer are not differentiated. In
fact, they all look much the same.
Our research, which surveyed
1600 Nordic consumers and

analysed 13 grocers’ loyalty
programs in depth, shows that a
majority of the region’s shoppers
are bored by today’s offers.
Customers want loyalty initiatives
that are omnichannel, emotionally
engaging and highly personalized.
Initiatives that recognize their
evolving preferences and shifting
needs, embrace their willingness
to shop smarter and more
sustainably, and that support them
in achieving unique personal goals.

To win consumer loyalty in an age of
experiences, Nordic grocers need to take
three key actions:

01

Address multiple shopping missions

02

Transcend the transactional approach

03

Embrace and support customers’
willingness to change

Most Nordic shoppers

74%

are members of at least
one loyalty program
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yet almost two thirds

63%

find them dull or
confusing.
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Grocers urgently need
to raise their game
To gain continuous value from loyalty initiatives as a differentiating
factor, grocers must raise their game—and quickly. Thanks to the
pandemic and intensifying digitization, the nature of customer
loyalty in grocery retail is changing fast.

Loyal customers are no longer
limited to those with the biggest
basket size. Factors such as brand
engagement, frequency of visits, and
participation both offline and online
now also define a loyal customer
- and are thus key to creating a
more successful and resilient
business. New elements including
mobile-first solutions, emotionally
engaging rewards and enhanced
experiences should complement
traditional, transactional, rewardbased loyalty initiatives.
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Grocers also need to continuously
track and adapt their initiatives
– leveraging digital as a bridge
to marketing as well as a way of
uncovering unmet individual needs
and revealing the new categories
critical for sustainable growth.

Loyalty
Engaged behavior that
drives above average
customer lifecycle value

+

A high level of participation
with deep emotional
connection to the brand

Organizations have traditionally
used historical data and market
segmentation to paint a picture
of customers at moments in time.
They now need to understand the
rich context that informs customers’
lives, mindsets, choices and needs.
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Experience-based
loyalty is the holistic
way forward
Experience-based loyalty starts from the premise that meaningful,
emotional experiences are much more engaging than mere costsavings and the occasional discount.

Experience-based marketing gets
to the heart of what motivates
people; positioning brands
as useful, interesting, relevant
and desirable. The best loyalty
interactions put people first, aiming
to delight, challenge, inspire,
motivate and, ultimately, produce
tangible results for the business.
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Experience-based loyalty is
holistic, combining the best of
both transactional and experiential
offerings. The entire organization
needs to focus on creating the
purposeful customer value
propositions that underpin it.

Loyalty leaders enjoy faster growth, but
few grocers are yet leaders. Most still are
not focused on the meaningful customer
experiences that deepen engagement and
long-term brand loyalty.

63%

of consumers are bored or
confused by the loyalty schemes
offered by grocery retailers

2,5x

faster revenue growth for loyalty
leaders when compared to their
industry peers3
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To understand the Nordic loyalty landscape in
grocery retail, we gathered a variety of insights

Quantitative
consumer survey

Mapping of
loyalty initiatives

Key stakeholder
interviews

Current Accenture
research & POVs

The cross-Nordic consumer
survey investigated three
main areas: customer & user
experience, sustainability and
consumer loyalty to understand
the current situation from a
consumer perspective.

To understand the loyalty
landscape for the Nordic grocers,
researchers examined offerings
on 37 specific factors across
parameters including program
structure, touchpoints, monetary
benefits, services, presented
experiences, data and initial
communication.

To nuance the customer
perspective and deepen our
insights into current movements
and initiatives at our clients,
we have had a round of semistructured interviews with key
stakeholders from the industry.

In bringing the insights together,
we have leveraged existing
Accenture in-depth research
with regards to retail, the grocery
industry, consumption and
changing trends.
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Approach
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Approach

A cross-country
consumer survey
We asked 1600 consumers across the Nordics to explain
how they interact with loyalty initiatives and to rate their
interest in and attitude towards different types of loyalty
offerings and grocery shopping experiences, physical as
well as digital.
Our survey investigated three main areas:

Finland
400 consumers

Norway
400 consumers

Sweden
400 consumers

Denmark
400 consumers

50%

Female

•

customer & user experience

•

sustainability

•

consumer loyalty

We wanted to understand the current situation by taking the
pulse of each area from a consumer perspective.

49%
Male
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1%

Prefer not to say

The survey was extended globally, adding 8 countries with
a total response rate of 4800 customers.
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Nordic customers are less happy with loyalty
programs than their global peers

All Nordic grocers offer loyalty programs
but few are differentiated.
The cross-Nordic consumer survey investigated three main areas;
customer & user experience, sustainability and consumer loyalty to
understand the current situation from a consumer perspective.
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64%

of Nordic grocers scored below the global
average for customer satisfaction
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Customers still value
transactional rewards—
but yearn for more
Grocers typically offer monthly-earned bonuses or points that are
transferred into value coupons or cashback to provide instant
gratification. A few are structured around a mindset of “the more you shop,
the more you get”.
Customers continue to expect and value such offers. However, by
themselves, they don’t engage the customer emotionally. They tend, in
fact, to convey complexity rather than simplicity and ease-of-use. They are
also easy to replicate so not especially differentiating.

Current loyalty programs are focused on
monetary rewards and leverage simple member
prices and discounts to drive repeat purchases
and short-term engagement.

77%
offer discounted
member prices

Yet only

77%

Offer points, bonus,
coupons or cashback

46%

of consumers say discounts and
coupons are an essential part of
loyalty schemes
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Customers seek support
for new shopping missions
Customers want grocers to actively support their willingness to
make better lifestyle choices and shop more responsibly.

Those choices will differ, of course, depending on demographics, shopping patterns,
values and aspirations. Younger customers are especially keen to engage with a likeminded community. Each individual customer will also shift between experience- and
convenience-focused mindsets during their shopping journey, just as they do in daily life.
Overall, 49% would like assistance in keeping track of their grocery
spending to help them save money and as many as 85% want
help in making their lifestyles more sustainable.
Uncontextualized offers are clearly no longer attractive. To support the customer
in the context of the moment and tailor offerings accordingly, grocery
retailers need to understand the individual customer in real-time.
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Younger shoppers are searching
for a sense of belonging

44%

41%

39%

of Millennials and Gen Z say access
to exclusive content (product
launches and new recipes) would
entice them into a loyalty program
vs 32% of others

of Millennials and Gen Z say access
to a community for sharing shopping
lists, recipes and shopping tips and
automatically adding them to their
basket would entice them into a
loyalty program vs 26% of others.

of Millennials and Gen Z say being
made to feel like an “insider” (asked
to contribute ideas and provide
feedback on products and services)
would entice them into a loyalty
program vs 30% of others.
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Customers want
contextualized offers
integrated across channels
There’s no doubt that Nordic grocers’ loyalty initiatives are
increasingly experience-based.

Many, like intelligent shopping lists and the recipe catalogues
favored by 83% of younger people, aim to win over consumers
looking to live more healthily, sustainably and conveniently.
But most such offers still operate largely in isolation. Too many grocers
focus their offers online. Parallel in-store innovations are lagging.
The contextualized, integrated features that would help
make the shopping journey quicker and easier
—a top goal for 54% of consumers—are hard to find.
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Sustainability offers in isolation are not
hitting the sweet spot

92%

of grocers’ offer CO2/emission
trackers, clothes collection and/
or food waste information.
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However, only

21%

of consumers think that these
offers help them make better
decisions.

Nonetheless

85%

of consumers indicate a desire to be more
actively supported by the grocers during
their shopping journey and beyond to
make sustainable changes in their life to
buy more locally sourced, reduce food
waste or reduce carbon footprint.
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Most grocers now offer the omni-channel journey that postpandemic shoppers desire, but few have yet made that journey
seamlessly integrated.
Companies with the strongest omni-channel customer engagement
strategies retain, on average, 89% of their customers vs 33% for those with
weaker strategies4.
Nordic grocers’ loyalty offers need to be clear and consistent across all
channels. Only by promoting and integrating omnichannel mechanics and
experiences can they meet consumers’ growing desire for a holistic and
seamless shopping experience.
But while almost two thirds of consumers show an interest in using features
like contactless shopping, digital notifications, personal virtual assistants or
interactive elements to make their omni-channel shopping journey seamless,
fewer than one quarter of grocers offer integrated in-store solutions.
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Post-pandemic customers want to take a
mixed approach to grocery shopping

55%
41%

Post-pandemic

The omni-channel journey
is far from seamless

4%
Exclusively
In-store

Exclusively
Online

64%

of consumers desire a
seamless experience

Mix of In-store
and online

23%

of grocers offer a
seamless experience
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Customers want to be
recognized as individuals
Right now, most customer personalization initiatives are limited in
scope, far from differentiated—and rather impersonal.
True, most Nordic grocers offer personalized pricing and discounts.
But customers now expect significantly more granular levels of
personalization, beyond monetary reward. Tailored offers that recognize
each one of them as unique individuals.
47% of consumers want personalized and unique benefits that are
tailored to their individual needs.

Most (80%) of customers would take action to improve
themselves, giving far-sighted grocers the opportunity to
attract them with tailored actionable help.

73%

would switch spend to a
grocery retailer who better
understood and responded
to how important
sustainability is to them5

Dynamic data sources like channel preferences, social behavior and
demographics could and should be added to customer purchase data
to reveal individual needs and motives and hyper-personalize the
customer journey.
Retail grocers who can gratify these desires could realize huge
untapped value potential.
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Nordic grocers need to move fast…

… to a loyalty program for the individual, focused
on the experiences and recognition they desire
… from a loyalty program
for the many, focused on
transactional engagement
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Success depends on taking 3 key actions:

1

Address multiple shopping missions

2

Transcend the transactional approach

3

Embrace and support customers’ willingness to change
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Address multiple
shopping missions

A granular knowledge of customers’ shopping habits, preferences
and goals is the cornerstone of a successful loyalty program
when shifting mindsets and liquid needs drive a diversity of
shopping missions. By getting to know their customers as
individuals, grocery retailers can tailor offerings and experiences
to any given situation – right across the customer journey.

Real-time insights

73%

Of consumers are willing to share their data
for personalization purposes if it is used
transparently (Accenture Pulse Survey 2019)

During daily, weekly, monthly and yearly shopping cycles, most
customers switch between mindsets. Their preferences shift from
an experience to a convenience focus, and back again, both online
and offline. Grocery retailers need a data-driven approach with realtime insights to be able to provide relevant offerings and experiences
across the multiple shopping missions that result from these shifts.
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Now more than ever, understanding
underlying needs is critical
Understanding the individual’s most prominent mindsets during an omni-channel
shopping experience will help grocers realize untapped value. Leading companies are
twice as likely (55% vs 26%) to say they can translate customer data into actions6.
Amazon, for example, is testing multiple innovative and highly tech-driven grocery store
concepts like Amazon Go, Go Grocery and Fresh to understand customer mindsets and
shopping missions7.
•

Through concepts like a cashier-less shopping journey, Amazon collects consumer
shopping data and uses the insights across the business for online or advertising.

•

An account-based structure allows members-only to try the hyper-convenient stores and
by adding the stores to the ecosystem, Amazon encourages more interactions with the
retailers and helps boost loyalty.
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How to get started:

How well do you know your customer
(and their household)?
Conduct customer analyses to define target customers,
understand shopping missions and ascertain needs
and motives. By comparing these data insights with the
current offering, interaction and experience pool, you
can identify gaps and future business potential.

Do you have a hybrid segmentation strategy?
Hybrid segmentation combining insights from different types of
segmentation models (need-based, behavioral, psychological) will
capture the interchangeable and liquid needs of customers, allowing
the definition of a structured approach to changing mindsets.

How good is your data?

Can you ensure an omnichannel experience?

To be able to understand customer needs and operationalize
the insights from multiple data sources, data needs to be
structured and available, of decent quality, and probably
analyzed into the right insights – preferably in real-time.

Review the value proposition and loyalty offering across the
omni-journey to define the purpose of each channel for the
customer experience. An omni-channel strategy is critical
to addressing and supporting new shopping missions.
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Transcend the
transactional approach

Successful customer loyalty initiatives must complement transactional
offerings and rewards with purposeful and meaningful experiences that
support the goals and values of customers. To ensure relevance and drive
future loyalty, grocers need to design for emotional engagement—always
remembering that innovation is an ongoing process, not an event.

Great expectations
Shoppers’ expectations are high—and rising. Grocery brands need to
inspire, set new standards, have a clear purpose and emphasize certain
values. To ensure high relevance and fulfil brand promises in the customer’s
lived experiences, grocers must review their current offerings and
shopping journey to ensure that interactions have the personal touch.

“

G rocers need to be able to create value in
additional ways beyond monetary rewards. When
we look at cooperatives like S-group, customers
are owners, and they expect more than just
monetary recognition. Customers expect to be
part of a community, where individual values
and brand values and go hand-in-hand and are
reflected in the loyalty offering. While monetary
benefits are essential, they are not the whole
truth. To create loyalty, you need to understand
the different drivers and orchestrate an optimal
set of experiences.
Pekka Litmanen
SVP of Customer Loyalty at S-Group

52%

More value is driven by emotionally
connected customers8
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Experience is everything –
make it loyalty driving
By adding experience concepts that enable a connection with the customer on a more
emotional level, grocers can unlock new opportunities for performance and growth.
Leaders who approach experience holistically see an increase in their profitability year-on-year
at least six times greater than their industry peers.
LØS Market, for example, practices a philosophy of zero-waste and has implemented a new,
purpose-driven shopping culture and experience: a grocery store without any packaging.
•

Customers can shop package-free by bringing their own containers and shopping
marketplace-style.

•

The entire experience is seamless and intuitively guided by the store design.

•

In 2020, the Copenhagen-based grocer expanded its business beyond the physical sphere
with LØS Delivery and a web-shop9.
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How to get started:

Are you future-focused?
Develop a future-focused and innovative experience platform
populated by engagement concepts based on consumer needs,
motivations and values. Activate the brand purpose to drive
relevance, differentiation and value across the customer journey.

Can you ensure a sustainable mix?
Map out an experience and content mix that ensures your
loyalty program and loyalty initiatives deliver engaging
and relevant offerings, interactions, dialogues and
experiences, now and in the future. LØS Market example
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Is your organization experiencedriven and customer-centric?
Strive to implement a mindset throughout the organization that
harnesses actionable customer insights and empowers a truly
innovative, creative and test-based culture. Create synergies and
elevate employees across the organization as critical stakeholders.

Can you keep your winning concepts alive?
Don’t just launch a loyalty initiative or program and be done with
it. You need a strategy driven by continuous optimization and
improvement based on customer data and insights, stronger
and more emotional relationships, and business value.
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03
Embrace and support
customers’ willingness
to change
Shoppers want to make better individual choices and expect grocers to
help them achieve their goals by empowering them to design their own
value proposition. That means modular loyalty offerings – and a hyperpersonalized approach.

Unique offerings for unique people

87%

Of consumers think its important to buy
from retailers that understand “the real
me” (Accenture Pulse Survey 2019)10

Customers are willing to invest time and money in making more sustainable
choices and they want grocers to welcome and support their willingness
to change. They want loyalty programs that reflect their needs and desires
as individuals. But they don’t want noise. Winning grocers will act with
discretion, integrating sustainability into customer communications, quietly
guiding and supporting customer choices, and continuously updating their
modular loyalty programs to ensure constant relevance and engagement.
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One size fits all is dead –
long live hyper-personalization
As grocers move from loyalty programs that deliver something for everyone to initiatives
that focus on everything for someone, they need to ensure modular omni-channel value
propositions. More than half (53%) of consumers could have been retained, had the
company made them feel more human11. And the right technology can help.
The ICA app, for example, enables intelligent list making. The customer can easily discover
the store where they are located, and their shopping list will automatically align, based on the
interior of the store.
•

By investing in a dynamic digital tool, ICA supports an omni-journey linking online and instore experiences.

•

By enhancing a historically offline task like list making with an AI-driven factor, the customer
can seamlessly combine the digital and physical experience.

•

Next step is to utilize real-time store data to discover if some groceries are out of stock and
to recommend alternatives.
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How to get started:

Can you utilize Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and prediction?
Support the customer through predictive modelling and propensity
scoring by leveraging customer data in combination with scoring
models, predictive engines and Next Best (NB) marketing.

Can you personalize at scale?
Automated 1:1 experiences and interactions – and personalized
offerings. Best-in-class organizations have successfully
raised the bar for what customers expect. Grocers need to
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leverage AI and Machine Learning models and utilize data
and insights automatically and dynamically throughout
the customer journey to enhance personalization.

Do you have the platforms to
orchestrate your assets?
Experience-driven platforms like Customer Data Platforms
(CDPs), Data Management Platforms (DMPs), as well as systems
like Customer Relationship Management (CRM), in combination
with data from multiple additional sources can help drive
seamless omnichannel experiences and relevant offerings.
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In Summary

How to succeed with
loyalty in an age of
experiences
Loyalty is a powerful engine of business growth—and
leaders who leverage loyalty as a differentiator can enjoy
considerable competitive advantage.
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In summary

Address multiple shopping missions
Understanding your customers, obsessing about their shifting needs and utilizing this
customer-centric mindset across your organization is key to loyalty success.

Transcend the transactional approach
Transactional offerings remain essential but are no longer enough. Customers now also seek
purposeful offerings that help achieve their goals. Design your organization for innovation.

Embrace and support customers’ willingness to change
Customers expect hyper-personalized experiences. Structure loyalty offerings in a modular way
allowing customers to design their own value proposition for unique benefits and experiences.
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By:
•

Customer analysis

•

Data insights

•

Hybrid segmentation

•

Omni-channel approach

By:
•

Future-focused innovation

•

Sustainable experience & content mix

•

Experience-driven, customer-centric
organization

•

Continuous concept optimization

By:
•

AI and predictive technologies

•

Personalization at scale

•

Orchestrated assets
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